
Better than Botox Party!!!
the Perfect 10

1. 3 - 1 Cleanser
The TimeWise® Miracle Set™ ( 3 - 1 Cleanser, Day and Night Solutions, and Age Fighting Moisturizer) 
provides incredible age-fighting results to help you maintain younger-looking skin. The set offers 11 age-
defying benefits in one skin care regimen: cleanse, exfoliate, freshen, energize, hydrate, smooth, firm, soften, 
protect, rebuild and reduce fine lines and wrinkles. 

This creamy 3 - 1 cleanser leaves normal to dry skin feeling clean, fresh and radiant with enhanced hydration. 
As it cleanses, exfoliates and freshens in one step, it begins the process to reveal younger-looking skin. 
Plus, with each use, your skin feels refreshed.

2&3. Microdermabrasion Refine & Replenish
Instant Results
Fight fine lines, refine pores and achieve beautifully smooth skin – immediately – with this simple, two-step set.

Step 1: Refine is an advanced exfoliator using the same professional grade exfoliating crystals used by 
dermatologists, to immediately energize skin and reveal more radiant, healthy-looking skin.

Step 2: Replenish separates the set from the competition. It's a rich serum, containing vitamins, antioxidants 
and anti-irritants. This serum nourishes the soft, smooth skin revealed by Step 1: Refine.

These results were experienced after just one week.**
85% saw improvement in skin texture.
73% saw a reduction in fine lines.
71% saw smaller-looking pores.

4. Serum + C
With TimeWise® Replenishing Serum+C, skin will appear lifted and firmed. This antioxidant-rich serum is 
formulated with ingredients that enhance the production of new collagen and help keep existing collagen 
from breaking down. It also contains ingredients known to support elastin. The formula is enriched with a 
potent blend of multiple botanical sources, known for their high levels of vitamin C

5.  Day Solution
Part of the TimeWise® Miracle Set.  Think of it as a veil of defense. With an SPF of 25, this innovative product 
helps prevent sun damage such as lines and discoloration before they occur by blocking damaging UVA/UVB 
rays. A calming peptide helps relax expression lines.

6. Night Solution
Part of the TimeWise® Miracle Set.  A unique delivery system of encapsulated vitamins and antioxidants 
combined with collagen-enhancing peptides help fade away deep lines and wrinkles. Nutribeads® 
microcapsules are vitamin-packed. Rest assured your skin is being revitalized while you sleep. 

7. Age Fighting Moisturizer
Part of the TimeWise® Miracle Set.    Reduce the appearance of fine lines for younger-looking skin with this 
oil-free lotion. It's formulated with antioxidants that help guard against free radicals which cause the skin to 
age. The patented* complex helps accelerate skin's renewal process – hydrates, smoothes, firms and softens.



8. Firming Eye Cream
Ninety-six percent saw an improvement in the overall appearance of the skin around their eyes.* Experience 
the results for yourself.  Just imagine a luxuriously rich eye cream so advanced it firms, brightens, provides 
intense moisturization, plus minimizes fine lines and wrinkles. With new TimeWise® Firming Eye Cream, you 
can have it all. It delivers more benefits for the younger-looking eyes you want to see. 

9. Targeted Action Line Reducer
Expression lines? Who needs them? Now lines and wrinkles can be firmed and tightened. Just click, point 
and target those expression lines today! See a difference in just 10 minutes.*TimeWise® Targeted-Action® 
Line Reducer offers more than quick results. This highly effective product delivers immediate visible benefits 
to the forehead and crow’s-feet area, two places that are especially vulnerable to expression lines and 
wrinkles and often need extra help in fighting the signs of aging. But Targeted-Action® Line Reducer doesn’t 
stop there. With continued use over time, it also delivers lasting benefits not only to forehead and eye areas, 
but also to the other places on your face where lines and wrinkles have a tendency to settle. And the click 
pen applicator lets you deliver the precise amount of product to specific areas that need it most. 

10. TimeWise Body Hand and Decollete Cream
This is an amazing, age-defying wonder thanks to two superfruits and other superstar ingredients. Our 
patent-pending† Acai Berry Extract is an antioxidant superpower. Pomegranate Sterols help strengthen skin 
barrier**. Caprooyl Tetrapeptide-3 helps boost collagen and elastin** and Niacinamide (vitamin B3) helps 
minimize damage from UV exposure. Add to that an all-star cast of skin-conditioning and UV-shielding 
ingredients to deliver this impressive list of benefits:

• Minimizes the appearance of crepiness and helps skin look firmer
• Hydrates and supports the skin barrier, helping to reduce the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles
• Helps reduce the appearance of dark spots
• Protects against future UV damage
• Won’t leave hands feeling greasy like some other creams can

11. TimeWise Body Targeted Action Toning Lotion  -  Your Gift!
Skin that’s firmed. Toned. Defined. Hydrated for 24 hours.  If you’ve been praying for a body that appears 
noticeably toned, with contours that appear firmed and smoother-looking, this supercharged lotion is an answer 
to your prayers. It combines the benefits of multiple products in one body-loving formula energized by a 
double shot of caffeine, the power of pumpkin and a totally invigorating scent, plus lots of other goodies like 
our patent-pending† Acai Berry extract help your skin minimize the damage that can seem to suddenly appear. 
The exclusive formula delivers the following benefits:

• Fortifies the skin’s support structure, helping to firm, tone and tighten
• Energizes skin cells for optimal performance
• Helps minimize damage from UV exposure and provides essential hydration
• Protects against future damage from environmental exposure

12 The Travel Roll-Up Bag - your gift!
A perfect complement to all your Mary Kay® products and an all-in-one must-have 
organizer for your cosmetics, skin care products and accessories. This stylish bag 
features a black nylon exterior, pink interior and black swivel hook for easy hanging. 
Clear, plastic zippered compartments keep beauty supplies organized whether 
you’re on the road or at home. 
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Name: ___________________________________________________________________ 
Address: ____________________________________________________ zip __________
Phone: ___________________________________________________________________

For my check up appointment, I would like to try a look that is  ____ natural    ____Classic   ____Dramatic

I would like to share it with  ____2-3 friends   ____ 5-6 friends and get a great discount or even FREE product!

 For 
Love it!

for 
NEED it!

Miracle 
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Ultimate 
Miracle 

Set

Better 
Than Botox 
Perfect 10

TimeWise Basic 
          (3 -1  Cleanser and Age Fighting Moisturizer)

40 90 175 299

Day/Night Solutions 60

Microdermabrasion Refine & Replenish 55

Firming Eye Cream 30

The Travel Roll-Up Bag - your gift! 30

Serum + C 55

Targeted Action Line Reducer 40

TimeWise Body Hand and Decollete Cream 18

TimeWise Body Targeted Action Toning Lotion  -  Your 
Gift!

28

Value $100 $215 $356

Savings $10 $40 $57
But I also 
need...


